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1. Introduction
The concept of negative load [1,2] has been applied to wind generators to indicate their ca‐
pability for delivering current meanwhile their voltage is imposed by the electrical system at
the connection point. More recently, the same concept was applied for studying dispatch or
spinning reserve considering that the total regulating power required at any moment de‐
pends on the sum the system load and the wind power which can counterbalance or in‐
crease load variations. In this way, aggregated variations must be investigated regarding
wind power as negative load [3,4].
Traditionally, induction generators, squirrel cage and double fed (wound rotor) induction
generators (DFIG) have been considered as current sources (or power ones) in power system
analysis. Indeed, for analyzing power system stability in a linear frame, i.e. by small signal
analysis, it is possible to find the power system eigenvalues and concluding about stability
following the next steps:
1. Writing differential algebraic non linear model of the power system considering wind
turbines wind induction machines as negative loads.
2. Linearizing the non linear model [2,5,6].
Checking the movement of the system eigenvalues when wind fixed speed generation is in‐
creased [7] or when different control strategies for active and reactive powers are applied to
DFIGs wind farm [8,9].
Even when modelling wind generators or wind farms as current sources have shown
through linear and non linear analysis [10] that wind farms can contribute to the power sys‐
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tems stability, it is important to consider that power systems have been developed from
voltage synchronous generation, i.e. they (power systems) have not been developed with
variable current sources as wind farms. For this reason, it is usually assumed that, as cited in
[11], 'These plants (wind farm ones) exhibit static and dynamic characteristics that differ fundamen‐
tally from that of conventional generators. As a result, wind power plants do not fit the template for
models of conventional generating facilities.'
However, considering wind farms as (variable) voltage sources could help not just for a bet‐
ter understanding of induction machines in an electrical grid but also for mimicking conven‐
tional voltage source behaviors with wind power plants.
In this way, this chapter developes the equivalent model of induction generators represent‐
ing them as a voltage sources with a series impedance. As a consequence, aside from the
variability of wind, it would allow to analyze wind energy generation as another voltage
source in power systems and, then, it should be possible to introduce ''standard'' rules for
conventional generation to non conventional ones.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, the concept of ''general reference frame'' is
introduced in order to analyze squirrel cage and double fed induction machines. The dy‐
namics model of the induction machine is deduced by considering a common simplification
about (fast) stator dynamics. Then, equivalent Thevenin models are presented according to
internal voltages sources and as a which are functions of the active and reactive powers. Sec‐
ondly, it is shown that it is possible controlling active and reactive wind generator powers.
Finally, a Thevenin agregated model of the wind farm is proposed and some stability con‐
cerns of power systems are considered. In this way, Lyapunov theory is applied looking for
demonstrating wind farms contribution to the power system stability considering wind
farms as currents sources but also as voltage ones. In this last regard some wind farm con‐
trol rules are derived from exploiting similarities between conventional generation and
wind farms.
2. Induction machine equations in different reference frames
This section relies in [12] for presenting induction machine dynamics from a two axes gener‐
al reference frame.
It is well known that electrical machines solve the problem of obtaining a rotating field by
employing three windings sinusoidally distributed and separated by 120º (mechanical de‐
grees) which are feeded by three sinusoidal stator 120° electrical degree phase shift. Howev‐
er, because of field distributions are the same along the third dimension (the machine shaft
direction), these field distributions are analyzed in the plane where only are needed two lin‐
early independent directions for characterizing any movement. The relationship between
the three-phase (A, B and C for stator and a, b and c for rotor) and two phase voltages taking
into account natural frames (fixed to the stator sD - sQ and fixed to the rotor rα - rβ for sta‐
tor and rotor quantities, respectively) are:
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By considering the two axes description, quantitative and qualitative analyses of induction
machines can be simplified and also vector control concepts can be used. In this way, the
contribution of vector control is based in controlling the induction machines active and reac‐
tive powers independently and/or controlling them as DC equivalent ones.
In a general reference frame, all induction machine variables are referred to a real axis
known as direct axis x and to the quadrature axis y both rotating at the reference frame
speed ωg =dθg / dt  as shown in Figure 1. In this figure, θg  is the angle of the real axis x meas‐
ure from sD.
Figure 1. Stator current vector in a general reference frame
Then, the current stator phasor defined in the general framework, is:
i¯sg = i¯se − jθg = isx + jisy
where upper bar indicates phasor quantities.
Also,
u¯sg = u¯se − jθg =usx + jusy
ψ¯sg = ψ¯se − jθg =ψsx + jψsy
With u¯s and ψ¯s stator voltage and (linked) flux space phasors in the general reference frame.
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At the rotor side, Figure 2 shows three frames, rotor (rα and rβ), stator (sD and sQ) and gen‐
eral (x and y) and their angles θr , 0 and θg , respectively.
Figure 2. Different reference frames for the current rotor phasor
Meanwhile, the current phasor in the rotor reference frame can be expressed as i¯r = | i¯r | e jαr ,
in the general reference frame is i¯rg = | i¯r | e jαr ′ with αr ′ =αr − (θg −θr). Then,
i¯rg = | i¯r | e jαre − j(θg−θr ) = i¯re − j(θg−θr ) = irx + jiry.
Also, rotor voltage and (linked) flux space phasors in the same frame are:
u¯rg = u¯re − j(θg−θr ) =urx + jury
ψ¯rg = ψ¯re − j(θg−θr ) =ψrx + jψry.
Finally, induction machine phasor expressions are:
u¯rg = Rr i¯rg +
dψ¯rg
dt + j(ωg −ωr)ψ¯rg ,
u¯sg = Rs i¯sg +
dψ¯sg
dt + jωgψ¯sg
being Rs and Rr stator and rotor resistances, respectively, and u¯rg =0 when a squirrel cage ma‐
chine is considered. Additionally, stator and rotor fluxes can be expressed in terms of current
phasors, and the stator, rotor and magnetizing inductances (L s, L r , L m respectively)
ψ¯sg = L s i¯sg + L mi¯rg
ψ¯rg = L r i¯rg + L mi¯sg .
Last four equations can be rewritten compactly in matrix form as follows:
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or by considering real and imaginary components:
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Where usx, usy and isx, isy are stator voltages and currents in the general reference frame.
Identical considerations remain for rotor quantities. If ωg =0, it is obtained the 'conmutator
model', but if it is employed ωg =ωsyn the expression [4] can be rewritten as:
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(5)
with ωsyn the synchronous speed and ωsyn −ωr = sωsyn with s the slip.
3. Thevenin equivalent of asynchronous machines
3.1. General reference frame - Cartesian coordinates
As presented in Appendix A and beggining with [5,13,14]:
=sg s sg g sgu R i jw y+ (6)
= ( ) ,rgrg r rg g r rg
du R i jdt
y w w y+ + - (7)
the Thevenin equivalent of an asynchronous machine in cartesian coordinates is:
2
= msg s sg g s sg sg
r
Lu R ji L i uLw
æ ö¢ ç ÷- + - +ç ÷è ø
(8)
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Meanwhile expression (9) shows the internal voltage dynamics, expression (8) indicates how
the stator current changes when u ′¯sg  varies (assuming that u¯sg  is constant because of the in‐
duction machine is connected to an electrical grid where the voltage connection remains
constant).
For clarity's sake, a typical qualitative analysis involves next steps which are carried out
over a fixed speed (squirrel cage) wind generator:
1. At steady state dψ¯rgdt =0.
2. At time t = t1 there is a rotor speed change (wind velocity changed).
3. From (7) with urg =0 a rotor flux variation appears ( dψ¯rgdt ≠0).
4. Rotor flux change produces an internal stator voltage change provided that
u ′¯sg = jωg
L m
L r ψ¯rg .
5. u ′¯sg  dynamics evolves according to (9).
Active and reactive power are changed by modifying the internal voltage source. Indeed, pro‐
vided that u¯sg =constant , i¯sg must change and then the associated powers. As a consequence, in
squirrel cage wind generators active and reactive powers change according to the wind veloci‐
ty. i.e. they are uncontrollable from the wind generator point of view. On the other side, it is
known that by modifying pitch blades the active power from squirrel cage wind generators
can be regulated. In this case the reactive power is a consequence of the active power control.
3.2. Dynamic model in polar coordinates
The Thevenin equivalent, i.e. the internal voltage magnitude and its phase, allows analyzing
and considering induction machines (fixed and variable speed wind generators) in an elec‐
trical perspective looking for integrating wind generators when studying stability issues of
power systems.
Beginning with the Cartesian Cordinates:
du¯sg'
dt =
d
dt u ′sx
2 + u ′sy2 ,
du¯sg'
dt =
/
u ′sx2 + u ′sy2
(2u ′sx du ′sxdt + 2u ′sy du ′sydt ),
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From expressions (8) and (9) it is possible to obtain the internal voltage derivative and its
phase:
( )' 2 2 2 2' 2 21=sg m m m m rsx g ry r g sy sy g rx r g sx sx syr r rsg r r
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Because of tanδ = u
′
sy
u ′sx , the voltage phase derivative is
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3.3. Wind generator model considering active and reactive power delivered
By remembering classical expressions of active and reactive powers:
*3 3= ( ) = ( )2 2 x x y yP Re ui u i u i+ (12)
*3 3= ( ) = ( ),2 2 y x x yQ Im ui u i u i- (13)
and considering expressions (10) and (11):
( )2 2 221 2= 3sg m m m rr g s sx g ry sy g rx sx sysg r r rr
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it is noted, as expected, that the internal voltage derivative is a function of reactive power
while its phase depends on the active power. Note also, that active and reactive powers, P ′s
and Q ′s respectively, are internal power sources, i.e. they are not the wind generator output
powers.
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4. Grid flux reference frame
As it was previously indicated, vector control allows controlling machine behaviors in an
easier way than others techniques. One of the advantages of properly choosing the reference
frame position is that is possible to simplify analysis and control1 of electrical machines. In
this way, virtual flux reference frame is chosen by considering a virtual flux from grid volt‐
age [16,17]:
| |= = ,
j g
s sg
g g
u u ejj
q
y w w- (16)
With θg  the voltage phase and ωg  the phasor speed. According to Figure 3 the proposed ref‐
erence frame defines a virtual flux (ψ¯g)º  away from the voltage grid which belongs to the
imaginary axis.
Figure 3. Stationary reference frame sD-sQ and virtual reference frame x-y
Power expressions, by virtue of the chosen reference frame, are:
P = 32 Re(u¯i¯*)=
3
2 (uxix + uyiy)=
3
2 (U isy)
Q = 32 Im(u¯i¯*)=
3
2 (uyix −uxiy)=
3
2 (U isx),
1 Explaining vector control is not the scope of this chapter. About vector control of different kinds of machines see [12]
and [15]
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where both expressions show the importance of choosing suitably the reference frame. In‐
deed it is really simple to control active and reactive power from controlling the stator cur‐
rents in an independent way.
4.1. Squirrel cage machine as a load
According to the previously discussed, it is possible to obtain active and reactive power dy‐
namic models of the induction motors by operating with the presented expressions. These
models can be employed in power systems stability studies considering that induction mo‐
tors are about 60% of all loads [18]. In this way, it is better to begin with the cartesian coordi‐
nates already presented and consider a virtual flux reference frame for an induction
machine motor. According to Appendix B:
P≅ 3U
2L m(ωg −ωr)B
2Rs L sωg −
3U L mA
2Rs L s
dU
dt +
3U 2L mA
2Rs L sωg
dωg
dt ≅K01U 2 + K02
U 2
ωg + Δωg + K1U
dU
dt + K2
U 2
ωg + Δωg
dωg
dt
Q≅
3
2 U 2
ωg L s + L mA
dωg
dt + L m(ωg −ωr)B
=
3
2 U 2
(ωg + Δωg)(L s + L mB) + L mA
dωg
dt − L mωr B
In both power expressions A= (L s − L m2L r ) L rL mRr , B = L rL mRr Rs, ωg  is the line frequency, Δωg
is the frequency deviation and ωr  is the rotor speed that, because of rotor inertia, remains
practically constant in the temporal interval of interest.
5. Modelling of DFIG’s operated with vector control
Variable speed wind farms powered by double fed induction (wound rotor) generators
(DFIGs) are the other power plants considered in this chapter. Figura 4 shows the main com‐
ponents of a DFIG wind turbine: the rotor, the mechanical transmission system, the doubly
fed induction generator and the back to back converters with their respective controls. In
general, converters C1 and C2 are operated in an independent way. Meanwhile C1 is operat‐
ed via vector control driving active and reactive stator powers, C2 maintains the DC bus
voltage constant. In subsynchronous speeds, the rotor of the DFIG machine consumes active
power meanwhile at supersynchronous speeds delivers it. As a consequence when consider‐
ing active power delivered by a DFIG wind generator it should be taking into account the
active power in the rotor channel.
Because of DFIG machines control is made via C1 converter, all of this chapter considers on‐
ly C1 control and avoids analyzing C2 even when its operation is similar.
Beginning with the cartesian model in the general reference frame:
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it is noted, due to “j” operator, that there are unwanted coupling terms between rotor and
stator circuits along y and x axes. This coupling can be eliminated by utilizing an additional
voltage component u¯rgdec = u¯rgdec1 + u¯rgdec2 in expression (18), where:
1 = mrgdec r sg
r
Lu R iL- (19)
2
( )= g rrrgdec sg
m g
Lu uL
w w
w
- ¢ (20)
Both values should be added to the rotor controllers. Note also that, according to (20)
Figure 4. Wind turbine main components
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u¯rgdec2 =
L r
L m
(ωg −ωr)
ωg u
′¯sg =
L r
L m su
′¯sg ≅ su ′¯sg
with L r = L m + L lr ≅ L m, s the slip and L lr  the leakage inductance. Last expression can be
approximated, considering that z = Rs + jωg(L s − L m2L r ) in (17) is small. Then, u ′¯sg ≅U  and u¯rg
limits the variable speed range operation in modern DFIGs by approxiimatedly 30 slip when
considering rotor converter size (nominal voltage=30%U  grid).
On the other side, even when the voltage feedforward can avoid the undesired coupling,
this is not an optimum solution when expression (19) is seen under next considerations
• it is important to maximize the DFIG variable speed range operation, then some coupling
can be tolerated,
• as presented later, looking for mimicking conventional synchronous plants operation and
control, it can be useful to use the current input, eliminated by (19), for control purposes.
Figure 5 shows, on the left, a block diagram where undesired voltages are eliminated via the
feedforward of the stator voltage and current; on the rigth, a simplified equivalent loop
where only appears the rotor dynamics. Power references are transformed to rotor voltages
ones by vector control [12] indicated as K in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Feed for ward corrections and power references
According to expression (17) and considering Rs≅0, it is possible to obtain stator currents
and, then, delivered powers:
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i¯sg = 1(L s − L m2L r )ωg (u ′¯sg − u¯sg)
( )
2
3 3= =2 2
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sy sy
ms g
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U u UP u i LL L w
¢ -
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2
3 3= =2 2
sxsy sx
ms g
r
UuQ u i LL L w
¢
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(22)
This completes the machine model which is presented in Figure 6 where Δ represents uncer‐
tainties and approximation errors (for example by neglecting Rs or those due to unmatched
parameters between the model and the actual machine). After active and reactive powers
are measured they are feedback to the controller which is usually a PI one. Note that in vec‐
tor control (which is presented here by K’) there are more than one feedback loop. Indeed,
aside from decoupling voltages (Figure 5) there are two rotor current loops with the exter‐
nals ones for active and reactive powers control in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Decoupled model. External loop for active and reactive power control
6. Static models of asynchronous machines
It is well known that some model simplifications, keeping a good compromise between be‐
havior and results exactitude, allow a better qualitative understanding of different kind of
processes. An example of this appears studying mechanical behaviors of a wind turbine in
presence of a wind velocity change. In this case, and beginning from a steady state condi‐
tion, electrical behavior can be considered significantly faster than the mechanical response.
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In this way, the dominant mode is the mechanical one and the electrical modes can be omit‐
ted (the stator transitory can be neglected as done in this chapter).
This section obtains the static model of induction machines derived from the dynamic one
already presented. Obviously, there will always be time frames in which none of the models
presented in this chapter is the best one to analyze a particular problem. In this way, if it is
of importance to study the stator transitory of electrical machines, obviously, this dynamic
can not be neglected as in this chapter was done. In any case, the importance of determining
which model is more adequate to analyze a particular situation always lies in the physical
knowledge underlying the problem.
6.1. Polar coordinates
Beginning with the dynamic model:
u ′¯sg = −Rs ji¯sg + ωg(L s − L m2L r )i¯sg + u¯sg
du ′¯sg
dt =ωg
L m
L r ju¯rg + Rr
L m2
L r2 ωg ji¯sg − (ωg −ωr) ju
′¯sg −
Rr
L r u
′¯sg =
then:
U ′¯sg = u ′sx2 + u ′sy2 andδ =arctan( u ′syu ′sx )
6.2. Static model as a function of the active and reactive stator powers delivered in the
virtual flux reference frame
The voltage internal phase:
tanδ = u
′
sy
u ′sx
tanδ =
−RsQ + ωg(L s − L m2L r )P + 32 U 2
RsP + ωg(L s − L m2L r )Q
is highly dependent on grid voltage, on active power and, in a lesser way, on reactive pow‐
er. Note that, if a DFIG is operated at unitary power factory, i.e. Q =0, then δ≅90° .
On the other side, the internal voltage resuls:
U ′¯sg = u ′sx2 + u ′sy2 =u ′sy cotδ 2 + 1= u
′
sy
sinδ ⇒
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U ′¯sg =
−Rs 23 Q + ωg(L s − L m2L r ) 23 P + U 2
Usinδ
U ′¯sg = u ′sx2 + u ′sy2 =u ′sx tanδ 2 + 1= u
′
sx
cosδ ⇒
U ′¯sg =
Rs 23 P + ωg(L s − L m2L r ) 23 Q
Ucosδ
7. Wind farm control
Wind farms have become a visible component of interconnected power grids. In the begin‐
nings of wind generation, when a low portion of the electrical power was delivered from
this renewable energy, only simple engineering judgment were necessary to conclude about
the negligible impact of wind generation on power systems. Nowadays, with wind farms,
but also with high power wind generators in dispersed grids, approaching the output rating
of conventional power plants, it is necessary understanding the way in which wind genera‐
tion can impact and/or contribute to the power system stability.
This section presents different wind farms controls by considering them as current sources
and voltages sources (Thevenin equivalent) in an effort for mimicking conventional genera‐
tion.
The proposed wind farm control approaches are based in the named Lyapunov Theory
which give place to linear and non linear wind farm controls. In these approaches, the DFIG
capability for controlling active and reactive powers plays an important role in contributing
to power system stability. Then, from here on, only DFIG wind farms are considered.
Additionally, Energy (Lyapunov) approach is not based on system linearization and the
proposed analysis allows considering any wind farm in any power system in the same way
avoiding transform every issue about integrating wind farms in power systems in a differ‐
ent problem.
As indicated, in order to contribute to the network stability, both active and reactive wind
farm power controls of a wind farm are considered. Then, steady state controls (normal op‐
erating conditions) plus incremental corrections are proposed:
Qwf =QSC + ΔQ,
Pwf = PSC + ΔP .
with Pwf (Qwf ) is the total active (reactive) power, PSC(QSC) the power reference given by a
Supervisory Control [19,20] and ΔP(ΔQ) the wind farm correction which contributes to the
power system stability.
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Note that for both active and reactive corrective actions some power reserve is required. In‐
deed, about active power it will be expected a power reserve which is a function of the wind
turbine operating point and about the reactive power correction, the total 'apparent' power
of the DFIG machine will limit the corrective action.
7.1. Wind farm aggregated model
A complete model of a wind farm with a high number of wind generators, may lead to com‐
pute an excessive and impractical number of equations. The size of the wind farm model
may be reduced by aggregating several wind turbines with similar incoming wind into a
bigger turbine called aggregated turbine [14]. The mechanical and electric parameters per
unit are preserved, and the nominal power is increased up to the sum of the nominal power
of the whole set of turbines to obtain the parameters of the aggregated turbine. This proce‐
dure is employed in this chapter where the wind farm is modeled as one aggregated wind
turbine. In this regard, the Thevenin equivalent can be obtained as in a classical problem of
electrical systems, applying precisely Thevenin theorem, being the internal voltage and its
phase calculated according to the impedance and voltage seen from the wind farm common
connection point.
7.2. Wind farm control. Method of Lyapunov
Power system stability has been defined as that property of a power system that enables it to
remain in a state of operating equilibrium under normal operating conditions and to regain
an acceptable state of equilibrium after being subjected to a disturbance [5].
Lyapunov demonstrated that a nonlinear dynamic system:
= ( ), (0) = 0,x f x f& (23)
around the equilibrium point x =0 is asymptotically stable if there exist a scalar function
ν(x)>0 for (23) with derivative ν˙(x)<0. The last condition is relaxed to ν˙(x)≤00 provided
that ν˙(x)=0 only vanish at x =0.
Lyapunov theory deals with dynamical systems without inputs. However, it is possible to
employ Lyapunov theory in feedback design by making negative the Lyapunov derivative
[21,22,23]. The incremental energy function ν of a power system without wind farms, where
conventional models of the synchronous generators and of load impedance are considered,
is [23]:
2
=1 =1
= (0.5 ) ( ),
N NG L Lkk k Mk k Lk k k
k k k
QM P P dVVn w d q- + +å å ò% %% (24)
with
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ω˜k =ωk −ωCOI , ωCOI =˙ 1MT Σk =
mMkωk ,
δ˜k =δk −δCOI , δCOI =˙ 1MT Σk =
mMkδk ,
θ˜k =θk −δCOI , MT =˙ Σk =mMk ,
with NL  and NG the number of loads and generators, Mk  the machine inertia constant, ωk
the machine speed, δk  the angle of the voltage behind the transient reactance, θk  the angle at
each bus, PM k  the mechanical power of the generators, PLk  and QLk  the active and reactive
load powers and V k  the voltage at the connection point. The angles and speeds are meas‐
ured with respect to the center of inertia (COI) reference frame (δCOI  and ωCOI ).
7.2.1. Non-linear power control of wind farms as negative loads
To damp the electromechanical oscillations, i.e. frequency oscillations, the incremental ener‐
gy function of the power system must decrease. The time derivative of this energy function
considering wind farms as negative loads, i.e. acting through its active and reactive powers,
yields:
2
=1 =1 =1
= ( ) .
N N NG L L wfnk k Gk Mk k n n n wf
k n n n wf
VVM P P P Q Q PV Vn w d q q+ - + + - D - Då å å
&&& & && % % %& % (25)
Then, the active and reactive powers (ΔP  and ΔQ) must be chosen in order to allow the suf‐
ficient condition of the derivative of the incremental energy function. In equation (25), the
expression in between parenthesis is zero (or lesser than zero) because of the generators
power balance (equals the internal generator damping). The next two terms correspond to
the power balance equations at the nodes and are zero. Then, looking for damping the elec‐
tromechanical oscillations, the last two expressions must be less than zero.
About the active power two possibilities are choosen [10]:
1 1= ; > 0,c wf cP K with KqD &% (26)
2
2 2= ; > 0.c wf wf cP K with Kq qD && &% % (27)
meanwhile the first expression which is the classical proportional frequency law, the second
one is a kind of inertial response. Indeed, the second expression can be understood as a
modification of (26) where Kc1 is a variable gain Kc1 = Kc2θ¨˜wf 2 which takes into account fre‐
quency derivative.
On the other hand, a non-linear control strategy of the wind farm through the reactive pow‐
er ΔQ can be derived from expression (25) by considering that the wind farm emulates the
behavior of a static var compensator:
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ΔQ =buVwf2 ⇒
− V˙ wfVwf ΔQ = −buVwf V˙ wf = −
1
2 bu
d
dt Vwf2 .
In this way, in order to keep the sufficient condition, some possibilities arise:
2
= ; > 0wfu r r
dVb K with K ordt (28)
2
= ; > 0,wfu r r
dVb K sign with Kdt
æ öç ÷ç ÷è ø
(29)
Where bu is the (equivalent) wind farm susceptance.
With respect to the active power control, note that the idea of a power reserve, as a percent‐
age of the maximum available power, is very attractive from a point of view of the network
stability and it is usually employed [19,20]. However, suppose that ΔP =0, the appropriate
choice of the reactive power function (expressions (28) or (29)) implies that the energy func‐
tion derivative (34) almost always decreases, i.e. any electromechanical oscillation is damp‐
ed. Then, the wind farm reactive power contributes to damp the electromechanical
oscillations of the power system. Being, in general, ΔP ≠0, the reactive power function rein‐
forces the wind farm contribution to the network stability.
Note that, with both active and reactive control laws, it is possible maximizing the use of the
energy resource in order to contribute to damp the electromechanical oscillations by exploit‐
ing all the capabilities of the DFIG machines. In this way, it is possible designing a control
law for the reactive power which takes into account the advantage of producing as much
reactive power as possible considering the apparent power of the DFIGs.
7.2.2. Non-linear active power control of wind farms as Thevenin equivalent
Due to it is expected that wind farms act as power plants [24], it is necessary to demostrate that
wind farms behave as  their  equivalent  synchronous generators  (the conventional  power
plants) with proportional and derivative (inertial) frequency control laws. The equations rep‐
resenting the dynamic behavior of synchronous generators for the reduced model, are [5]:
= ,k kd w&% % (30)
1= ( ).k mk k k Gk
k
P D PMw w- -
&% (31)
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where Mk  is the inertia of the whole machine (synchronous generator plus prime mover),
Pmk  is the mechanical power produced by the prime mover, Dk  is the component of internal
friction of the generator and PGk  is the electrical power injected in the network. Because of
variables are in per unit, powers and torques are equal [5]. Mimicking the analysis for a
wind farm with frequency control and inertial contribution yields [19]:
= ,k gka W&% (32)
1= ( ),gk t wf
gk
P PMW -
&% (33)
withPt  the turbine power.
Considering the control as:
Pwf = PSC + ΔP ,
ΔP = Kp(ω˜ref − ω˜) + Kd (ω˙˜ref − ω˙˜)= Kpω
⌣ + Kd ω
⌣˙,
where is included a PD control named “proportional and inertial” classical control laws,
then:
1= ( ( ) ).t p gk SC
d
P K M PKw w- + W -
( && %% (34)
Note the similarity of this expression with (31) for synchronous generation. Then, the analy‐
sis focuses on addressing the control of the wind farm as in ν˙1 which considers the deriva‐
tive of the Energy Function of a synchronous generator in (34):
ν1 =∑k=
NG(Mkω˜k2 + PGk θ˜k −PMk θ˜k ) ⇒ ν˙1 =∑k=
NG(−Dω˜k )< (35)
The equivalent expression for a wind farm is:
ν1wf = ω
⌣
k
2
+ PSCKd θ
⌣
wf − PtKd θ
⌣
wf ⇒ ν˙1wf = ω
⌣
k ω
⌣˙
k + PSC −PtKd θ
⌣˙
wf =(ω
⌣˙
k + PSC −PtKd )θ
⌣˙
wf ,
2
1 = = ,wf p wf pwf g wf g wf wf
d d d d
M K M K
K K K Kn w q q q
æ öç ÷- W - - W -ç ÷è ø
( ( (( & & && && (36)
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being Kp >0 and Kd >0 it is verified the negative sign of the second term in the last expression.
On the other side, in order to verify the negative sign of − MwfKd Ω˙g θ
⌣˙
wf  it is necessary to ana‐
lyse the wind farm convergence to an equilibrium point (e.p.), knowing that Mwf > and consid‐
ering that the wind farm (the aggregated turbine) is outside the equilibrium point.
Figure 7 presents the torque - speed curves of the aggregated wind turbine with the wind
velocity as a parameter. The e.p., considering constant wind velocity, corresponds to nomi‐
nal frequency at the wind farm connection point with constant shaft speed Ωe. p. of the ag‐
gregated turbine.
In order to verify the convergence to the equilibrium, two conditions outside the e.p. [19],
which are consequence of electrical disturbances, will be analyzed. First, consider that be‐
cause of a disturbance action, the aggregated wind turbine is operating at point A (Figure 7)
with ΩA <Ωe. p., being the frequency θ
⌣
A < θ
⌣
e. p.. At that point, the wind farm generated power
is higher than the nominal one, i.e. the wind farm is contributing to restore the frequency at
the connection point.
Figure 7. Torque - speed characteristics. Convergent behaviour to the e.p.
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When the disturbance disappears, the network returns to its normal configuration and the
wind farm power is higher than that which maintains the power balance in the system.
As the deviation of the frequency decreases, so does the wind farm generated power. As
a consequence,  the wind turbine torque decreases and the turbine speed experiences an
increment until the speed reaches Ωp.e..  Thus, while the frequency reaches their nominal
value, the wind turbine increasing its speed. Then, the (negative) sign of (36) is verified
by considering:
= > 0wf ref A andq q q-
( ( (& & & (37)
. .= > 0.e p Ag t
W -WW D
& (38)
If as a consequence of another disturbance the aggregated turbine is operating at point B
(Figure 7), when the disturbance is removed the sign of (36) yields:
= < 0wf ref A andq q q-
( ( (& & & (39)
. .= < 0.e p Bg t
W -WW D
& (40)
Expressions (38) and (40) verify the negative sign of (36).
7.2.3. Non-linear reactive power control of wind farms from the Thevenin equivalent
In last subsection, by mimicking the reduced model of conventional synchronous generators
with wind farms, it has been deduced that wind farms PD laws, i.e. the named frequency
and inertial responses control approaches, allows to contribute to the power system stabili‐
ty. In order to deduce a wind farm reactive power control, it is necessary to include the
named "Structure Preserving the Model" [21] or "the one axis model" [6] for the conventional
synchronous generators. The dynamics of a k − th  synchronous generator, respect to the COI
is [21]:
= ,k kd w&% % (41)
= kk k mk k k Gk COI
T
MM P D P PMw w- - -
&% (42)
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= cos( )qk dk dk dkdok n k k n k fdk qk
dk dk
dE x x xT V E Edt x xd q+ +
¢ ¢-¢ ¢- + -¢ ¢ (43)
being T ′dok  the d  axis transient open circuit time constant; E ′qk  the q axis voltage behind tran‐
sient reactance, E ′ fdk  is the exciter voltage which is assumed constant (if the exciter control
action is included in the generator model, at least one additional dynamic expression should
be included) and xdk  and x ′dk  are daxis synchronous reactance and transient reactance, re‐
spectively.
An advantage of this model when compared to the classical one with two states (expressions
(30) and (31)) is the possibility of including loads where the impedance are not constant. In
order of making more clear the explanation it will not be included any wind farm in this
step. According to [21] next terms are added to the already applied Lyapunov function:
ν2a = ∑i=n+1
2n 1
2x ′di−n E
′
qi−n
2 + V i2−2E ′qi−nV icos(δi−n −θi)
ν2b = −∑i=
n E fdiE ′qi
xdi − x ′di ,
ν2c =∑i=
n E ′qi2
(xdi − x ′di) ,
ν2d = − 12 ∑i=n+1
n+N ∑
l=n+1
n+N BklV kV lcos(θi −θl)
ν2e = ∑i=n+1
2n x ′di−n − xdi−n
4x ′di−nxdi−n V i
2−V i2cos((δi−n −θi))
Then, the derivative of the (new) Lyapunov function is:
ν˙ =∑
k=
NG(Mk ω˙˜k2 + PGk −PMk )δ˙˜k + ∑n=
NL Pnθ˙˜n + ∑n=
NL V˙ n
Vn Qn + ν˙2a + ν˙2b + ν˙2c + ν˙2d + ν˙2e,
ν˙ = −∑
k=
NGDk (ω˙˜k2)−∑k=
NG T ′d
xd − x ′d E˙ 'q
2 ,
where:
∑ (Pnθ˙˜n + ∂ν2a∂ θ˜n θ˙˜n + ∂ν2d∂ θ˜n θ˙˜n + ∂ν2d∂ θ˜n θ˙˜n)=∑ (Pn + Pk )θ˙˜n =0
∑ ( V˙ nVn Qn + ∂ν2a∂Vn V˙ n + ∂ν2d∂Vn V˙ n + ∂ν2d∂Vn V˙ n)=∑ (Qn + Qk ) V˙ nVn =0
i.e. the total active and reactive powers (consumed plus injected) is zero.
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When it is considered the last state variable, the voltage behind transient reactance E ′qk , in
the derivative of the Lyapunov function:
ν˙3 =
∂ν2a
∂E ′q
d E ′q
dt +
∂ν2b
∂E ′q
d E ′q
dt +
∂ν2c
∂E ′q
d E ′q
dt = −∑k=
NG T ′d
xd − x ′d E˙ 'q
2
Due to T ′d >0 and xd > x ′d  the Lyapunov condition is met.
Mimicking the third state equation of the Structure Preserving Model with the aggregated
wind turbine (with DFIGs) implies taking dynamical expressions from (18) and eliminating
an undesired coupling:
2
2= ( )sg m m rg rg r g sg g r sg sgr rr
du L L Rju R ji ju udt L LLw w w w
¢ ¢ ¢+ - - - (44)
2
=sg m mr g sg g rg sg
r r
du L LT ji ju udt L Rw w
¢ ¢+ - (45)
According to virtual flux control, isy controls active power meanwhile isx can be used for re‐
active power control (Q = 32 usyisx). Operating with expression (45):
Tr du
′
sy
dt =
L m2
L r ωgisx + ωg
L m
Rr urx −u
′
sy
Tr du
′
sy
dt =(L s − L eq)ωgisx + ωg
L m
Rr urx −u
′
sy
and considering, expression (8), that L eq = (L s − L m2L r ).
According to Figure 8, which presents the Thevenin equivalent and the correspoding phasor
diagram, and considering expression (17) with Rs≅0, results:
i¯sx = 1L eqωg (u ′¯sx − u¯sx)=
u ′¯sx
L eqωg =
V sin(δ −θ)
L eqωg
i¯sx = V cos 90−
(δ −θ)
L eqωg
Then,
Tr du
′
sy
dt =
(L s − L eq)
L eq V cos 90− (δ −θ) + ωg
L m
Rr urx −u
′
sy,
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1
ωg
Rr
L m Tr
du ′sy
dt =
1
ωg
Rr
L m
(L s − L eq)
L eq V cos 90− (δ −θ) + urx −
1
ωg
Rr
L m u
′
sy,
with δ the internal voltage phase, θ the voltage angle at the common connection point and
Tr = L r / Rr . Last expression is pretty similar to (43). Then, an equivalent Lyapunov analysis
can be done which implies that it is possible to contribute to the power system stability as
conventional generation does.
Figure 8. Wind farm Thevenin equivalent and phasor diagram
8. Tendencies in the study of wind farm contributions to system stability
It is worth to note that the objective of this chapter is not give a full list of new trends in
wind farms control. The comments are focused on aspects in which, in the authors opinion,
are expected some improves in the near future. This does not mean to avoid exploring other
control techniques that have been successful in different fields of control systems.
In this way exploring another control Lyapunov functions will certainly be an important in‐
put not just for wind farm contributions in power systems but also for power systems stabil‐
ity in general. Indeed, acting as negative loads implied than wind farm control can be
extrapolated to other kind of devices which can control active and/or reactive power inde‐
pendently, as FACTS. Other important subject is concerning with the load characterization.
Then, including in the Lyapunov frame some loads models as the developed for the induc‐
tion motor will allow to find new rules with the advantages of decentralized and local meas‐
ures as the developed ones in the chapter.
However, there would be particular cases in which some rules based in local measures, as
the frequency response, could be ineffective. This is presented in Figure 9 taking the topolo‐
gy of a power system from [5] and including a wind farm in different places. In part (b) of
Figure 9, after a disturbance appears and because of the wind farm is in the middle of areas,
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wind farm frequency remains constant due to that measure is taken in the center of 'bounc‐
ing' between areas. Indeed, in Figure 9(b) wind farm is located in the COI of the system,
then ω˜k =ωk −ωCOI =ωCOI −ωCOI =0
Note that the power system in Figure 9 can be analyzed as an academic subject of study due
to actual symmetrical systems will always have differences which will be enough to allow
that classical control laws contribute to the power system stability. In this cases, obviously,
the Lyapunov control laws derived in this chapter could be less efective than other ones
which take into account the nature of this electrical grid.
Figure 9. Example considering different wind farm locations with only active power correction based on frequency
measures. (a) Effective wind farm correction from proportional and derivative (inertial) actions; (b) Ineffective wind
farm active correction
About grids with symmetrical topologies, Passivity theory [25,26,27] can allow to consider
some other tools looking for contributing to the power system stability [28,29]. Because of
Passivity considers finding a controller in such a way the dynamical system energy function
takes the desired form ('energy shaping') and lately considering a power shaping approach,
but also solving an energy function which qualifies as a Lyapunov function, Passivity theory
implies an important step ahead in the power systems study. Some authors attempts about
including wind farm control in the passivity frame can be found in [30,31].
9. Conclusions
This chapter can be divided in two parts, meanwhile the first one is devoted of exploring
models and developing a Thevenin equivalent of squirrel cage induction generators (fixed
wind generators) and DFIG ones (variable speed generators), after introducing an aggregat‐
ed wind farm concept and considering a wind farm as another Thevenin equivalent, the sec‐
ond part of the chapter considers analyzing DFIG wind farm linear and non linear control.
The final objective of the chapter is to demonstrate that can be developed an equivalent be‐
havior of wind farms to their counterparts, the synchronous conventional generators, by
properly controlling wind farms. This point of view will help to promote wind farm integra‐
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tion but, at the same time, it will open new doors on contributing to the power systems sta‐
bility via wind farms control.
About the first part, induction machines models were presented including an additional dy‐
namic model of a squirrel cage induction machine as a load. Additionally, even when vector
control was not explained, a control perspective was adopted in showing the way in that
stator currents (and powers) can be controlled from rotor voltages in DFIG machines. Also,
by considering active and reactive powers delivered for wind generators as input, a static
model of induction machines was derived from its dynamical counterpart.
About controlling wind farms, it was possible maximizing the use of the energy resource in
order to contribute to damp the electromechanical oscillations by exploiting all the capabili‐
ties of the DFIG machines. In this way, wind farms were operated under a Supervisory Con‐
trol which imposed steady states power references and (added) corrective actions, under
Lyapunov Theory which was shortly explained, were proposed as a complement of the ref‐
erences ones.
By considering wind farms as negative loads the Lyapunov frame showed that meanwhile
wind farm proportional active power control law was the same as the classical proposed
one, about the inertial effect a modification from that one was found. About reactive power,
wind farms emulated the behavior of static VAR compensators giving place to a highly non
linear control law.
By considering wind farms as voltage sources the Lyapunov frame demonstrated that classi‐
cal active power laws, proportional and derivative with frequency, can contribute to the
power system stability. Also, about reactive power, it was possible demonstrating that wind
farms can contribute to damping electromechanical oscillations by controlling its internal
(Thevenin) voltage via rotor voltage actions in DFIGs.
As a consequence of the Energy (Lyapunov) approach, the obtained control laws were not
based on the linearization of the system. This assures a bigger domain of attraction of the
wind farm contribution indicating that, even under severe disturbances, the proposed con‐
trol laws will contribute to the power system stability.
It is important to note the local nature of the signals used for control laws which avoids any
coordination with the rest of the system. Additionally, the damping is not dependent on the
power flow direction and neither the kind of failures on the power system.
However, aside from Energy Functions included only some kind of loads and that line resis‐
tances must be neglected in the calculus of the functions, another limitation can be found
from considering some power systems and wind farms locations where active (or reactive)
power control laws can not be effective on contributing to the system stability.
Looking for solving some of the aforementioned drawbacks, future research in Lyapunov
topics were indicated but also other perspective, which in fact calculates Energy Functions
in control systems, as Passivity was proposed. In this way, the same border conditions re‐
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main for future control laws as the necessity of local uncoordinated measures, independen‐
cy of power system topology, robustness, etc.
Finally, it is important to note some differences faced when looking for control laws in pow‐
er systems. Electrical grids have distinctive characteristics when compared with other “con‐
ventional” control systems. In first place, as indicated, the necessity and importance of
uncoordinated and robust control laws which contribute to the whole system stability but
based from local measures. In second place, wind farm control laws must cover an impor‐
tant range of applications by considering different power systems and different places in
which a wind farm can be connected. Indeed, control systems teach us that it is of funda‐
mental importance knowing the "system model", however that model is highly changing
and it has infinite equilibrium points when talking about power systems. All of these char‐
acteristics only emphasize that power systems are difficult to control and as technology
evolves they are upgraded in such a way that some challenges are solved and, at the same
time, new ones appear.
Appendix A
Beginning with the expressions in the general reference frame and neglecting stator dynam‐
ics (dψ¯sg / dt =0) [5,13,14]:
=sg s sg g sgu R i jw y+ (46)
= ( ) ,rgrg r rg g r rg
du R i jdt
y w w y+ + - (47)
with
ψ¯sg = L s i¯sg + L mi¯rg ;ψ¯rg = L r i¯rg + L mi¯sg ⇒
i¯rg =
ψ¯rg − L mi¯sg
L r  andψ¯sg = (L s − L m2L r )i¯sg + L mL r ψ¯rg
which replaced in expression (46) gives
u¯sg = Rs + jωg(L s − L m2L r ) i¯sg + jωg L mL r ψ¯rg ⇒ u¯sg = Rs + jωg(L s − L m2L r ) i¯sg + u ′¯sg ⇒
2
= msg s g s sg sg
r
Lu R j L ji uLw
é ùæ ö¢ ê úç ÷- + - +ç ÷ê úè øë û
(48)
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where u ′¯sg  is the internal voltage source and the associated impedance is
Rs + jωg(L s − L m2L r ) . Also, from expression (47):
u¯rg = Rr i¯rg +
dψ¯rg
dt + j(ωg −ωr)ψ¯rg = Rr
ψ¯rg − L mi¯sg
L r +
dψ¯rg
dt + j(ωg −ωr)ψ¯rg ,
dψ¯rg
dt ⋅ jωg
L m
L r = u¯rg + Rr
L m
L r i¯sg −Rr
ψ¯rg
L r − j(ωg −ωr)ψ¯rg ⋅ jωg
L m
L r
2
2= ( )sg m m rg rg r g sg g r sg sgr rr
du L L Rju R ji ju udt L LLw w w w
¢ ¢ ¢+ - - - (49)
Summarizing:
2
= msg s sg g s sg sg
r
Lu R ji L i uLw
æ ö¢ ç ÷- + - +ç ÷è ø
(50)
2
2= ( )sg m m rg rg r g sg g r sg sgr rr
du L L Rju R ji ju udt L LLw w w w
¢ ¢ ¢+ - - - (51)
Appendix B
P = 32 (usyisy)Q =
3
2 (usyisx) (52)
Taking i¯sg  and i¯rg  from (46) and (47), respectively and consideringusy =U :
i¯sg =
u¯sg − jωgψ¯sg
Rs and ψ¯sg = L s i¯sg + L mi¯rg ⇒ i¯sg =
u¯sg − jωg(L s i¯sg + L mi¯rg)
Rs ,
and ψ¯rg = L r i¯rg + L mi¯sg ⇒ i¯rg =
− dψ¯rgdt − j(ωg −ωr)ψ¯rg
Rr .
Taking the last three expressions it is possible to get i¯rg  as a function of
i¯sg ,  u¯sg ,  
dωg
dt ,  ωg ,  ωr . Then, replacing i¯rg  in the second expression and from the first one it
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is possible to obtain i¯sg  as a function of 
dωg
dt ,  
du¯sg
dt ,  u¯sg . Finally, active and reactive powers
become:
P = U
2(Rs − L mωg(ωg −ωr)A)
(Rs − L mωg(ωg −ωr)A)2 + (ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)2 −
−
U (ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)ωg L m( ARs dUdt − ( ARs dωgdt + (ωg −ωr) BRs ) Uωg )
(Rs − L mωg(ωg −ωr)A)2 + (ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)2
Q =
U ωg L m( ARs
dU
dt − ( ARs dωgdt + (ωg −ωr) BRs ) Uωg )
(Rs −ωg L m(ωg −ωr)A) +
+
U 2(ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)
(Rs − L mωg(ωg −ωr)A)2 + (ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)2 −
−
U (ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)2ωg L m( ARs dUdt − ( ARs dωgdt + (ωg −ωr) BRs ) Uωg )
(Rs −ωg L m(ωg −ωr)A) (Rs − L mωg(ωg −ωr)A)2 + (ωg L s + L mA dωgdt + L m(ωg −ωr)B)2
Due to Rs ≈0 when P >  HP[12] and considering low slip, some simplifications can be done:
P≅ −
3U L m(A dUdt −A dωgdt Uωg − (ωg −ωr)B Uωg )
2Rs L s
≅ 3U
2L m(ωg −ωr)B
2Rs L sωg −
3U L mA
2Rs L s
dU
dt +
3U 2L mA
2Rs L sωg
dωg
dt
P≅K01U 2 + K02 U
2
ωg + Δωg + K1U
dU
dt + K2
U 2
ωg + Δωg
dωg
dt
Q≅ −
3
2 U (
A
Rs
dU
dt − ( ARs dωgdt + (ωg −ωr) BRs ) Uωg )
(ωg −ωr)A +
+
3
2 U 2
ωg L s + L mA
dωg
dt + L m(ωg −ωr)B
+
3
2 U (
A
Rs
dU
dt − ( ARs dωgdt + (ωg −ωr) BRs ) Uωg )
(ωg −ωr)A
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Q≅
3
2 U 2
ωg L s + L mA
dωg
dt + L m(ωg −ωr)B
=
3
2 U 2
(ωg + Δωg)(L s + L mB) + L mA
dωg
dt − L mωr B
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